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enemies-to-lovers is one of the best and most popular tropes that you might recognize from classics like pride
and prejudice or bestsellers like red, white & royal blue. whether they're set on a fabulous island or a darkly
magical land, here are some of readers' favorite enemies-to-lovers romance reads. pride and prejudice is a
romantic novel of manners written by jane austen in 1813. the novel follows the character development of
elizabeth bennet, the dynamic protagonist. pride and prejudice is set in rural england in the early 19th century,
and it follows the bennet family, which includes five very different sisters. i've never read pride and prejudice
but i've seen people do it. and it seemed to me like a classic romance, so i thought i'd give it a try. i never
expected to be hooked. i have a few more books to read, but this one made me fall in love with jane austen. its
funny to be reading it in english, since i've never read it in english before. i'm glad i finally started reading it.
jane austen's pride and prejudice is a story of romance, prejudice, and ambition. elizabeth bennet is a sensible,
well-educated young woman who is engaged to be married to a wealthy young man. her sister, the beautiful,
popular jane, is engaged to be married to a much older, well-off gentleman. elizabeth envies jane's happiness.
as their family's fortunes begin to improve, elizabeth believes that she is about to inherit the family estate, but
then she learns that she has a half-brother she never knew existed. when i was first introduced to pride and
prejudice, i wasn't particularly interested. i, however, found jane austen's prose to be a joy to read. i was
impressed with her wit and her ability to present her characters with some very insightful commentary on
human nature. i was a fan of pride and prejudice the moment i started reading it. i love that i can now read the
story in english and feel like i am really enjoying it.
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